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With all the stock market turmoil in the past 2 years
many investors are scared witless of ever investing in
shares again. Fearing they are exposing themselves to
even more losses and risk than they ever wish to again.
While in reality the stock markets and shares are actually
the backbone of every economy and top class public
limited companies whose shares are traded on a daily
basis are actually a far safer investment today than
anything else.
The vast majority of shares investors are not aware that
with a little education and skills they can minimise the
risk of any loss on their capital and actually continuously
generate an income from their shares investments
without relying on dividends.
Most people who have lost in the past 2 years as a result
of just about every share price falling could actually have insured their shares against any
decline while still maintaining the upside growth potential for the future. Think about that, all
the pension funds, all the managed funds and all the private funds which are now in negative
territory could actually have been insured and today still be worth their full initial value!.
Private investors can do this today, totally independently.
The Investing Skills and Education Company – www.iseinvest.com specialise in teaching
private self investors how to build their portfolio of shares with minimal risk. ISE students
start by filtering shares with an analysis of the fundamental figures and then filtering the
figures again to determine if the current share price is good value. Investors then only select
the safest shares, at excellent value, with the highest growth potential over the next 3-5 years.
Even then before opening any position in any share, analysis is done on applying insurance
against any future fall in the share price. Once insured the exposure risk typically drops from
100% of your investment to less that 5% and when applied correctly with some education and
skills, often to 0% risk.
This effectively means investors can buy a selection of top shares,
diversified across growing industries and have ‘NO’ downside risk
while maintaining ‘ALL’ the upside and future growth potential. In
today’s economy this is one investing strategy worth understanding
and being able to apply to the shares in your portfolio.
To receive full details on our upcoming “Safe Stock Market
Investing“ seminars, support and mentoring programs please email:
insuremyshares@iseinvest.com

